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We study Killing vector elds in asymptotically at space{times. We
prove the following result, implicitly assumed in the uniqueness theory
of stationary black holes. If the conditions of the rigidity part of the
positive energy theorem are met, then in such space{times there are no
asymptotically null Killing vector elds except if the initial data set can
be embedded in Minkowski space{time. We also give a proof of the non{
existence of non{singular (in an appropriate sense) asymptotically at
space{times which satisfy an energy condition and which have a null ADM
four{momentum, under conditions weaker than previously considered.
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1 Introduction
A prerequisite for an analysis of stationary black holes is the understanding of
properties of Killing vector elds in asymptotically at
1
space{times. Consider,
for instance, an asymptotically at partial Cauchy surface  in a space{time
(M; g

) with a Killing vector eld X

. In the case of a stationary black hole one
is interested in situations where X

is timelike in the asymptotic regions. [Here
we say that an asymptotically at space{time (M; g

) with a Killing vector
eld X

is stationary if X

is timelike in the asymptotic regions of M .] A
natural question to ask is, how does then X

behave in the asymptotic regions?













(which are a well known consequence of the Killing equations) and from the
asymptotic atness conditions (cf. Propositions 2.2 or 2.1, Section 2, for a
precise description of the asymptotic conditions needed here) that there exist
constants A

such that every Killing vector eld X

which is timelike for r  R

















is the Minkowski metric, and we use the signature ( ;+;+;+). It
should be emphasized that the requirement of timelikeness ofX

for large r does






vanishes. Indeed, an explicit example
of a metric (not satisfying any reasonable eld equations) with an everywhere
timelike Killing vector which is asymptotically null can be found in [20] (cf. the
Remark preceding Theorem A.1, Appendix A of [20]). (Let us point out that
by a null vector we mean a non{zero vector of zero Lorentzian length.) Now in





in an asymptotically at coordinate system in which  is given by an equation
x
0
= 0. If the orbits of the Killing vector eld X

are complete (at least in the
asymptotic region) and if A

is timelike, then  can be deformed (\boosted") to





(in an appropriately redened
asymptotically at coordinate system). If, however, X

is asymptotically null
(by which we mean that the vector A

appearing in (1.2) is null), then no
such deformation is possible and we are faced with the intriguing possibility
of existence of stationary space{times in which the Killing vector cannot be






. As has been argued in [19], the existence of such Killing vector
1
Recall that there exist various papers analyzing properties of Killing vector elds in asymp-
totically at space{times [4, 5, 6, 9]. These papers do not, however, seem to give answers to
the questions asked here. Moreover, the asymptotic conditions here are considerably weaker
than considered in those references.
2
elds does not seem to be compatible with the rigidity part of the positive energy
theorems. Here we make the arguments of [19] precise and show the following
(the reader is referred to Theorem 3.4 for a more precise formulation):
Theorem 1.1 Let (M; g

) be a space{time with a Killing vector eld which is
asymptotically null along an (appropriately regular) asymptotically at spacelike
hypersurface . Then the ADM energy{momentum vector of  vanishes.
To say more about space{times considered in Theorem 1.1 one can use the
positive energy theorem. In Section 4 below we prove the following
2
:
Theorem 1.2 (\Timelike \future{pointing" four{momentum theorem")
























Theorem 1.1 can be used together with Theorem 1.2 to obtain the following:
Theorem 1.3 Let (M; g

) be a maximal globally hyperbolic space{time with a
Cauchy surface satisfying the requirements of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. Let X

be
a Killing vector eld on M which is asymptotically null along an asymptotically
at Cauchy surface. Then X

is everywhere null and (M; g

) is the Minkowski
space{time.
Theorem 1.3 and the results of [18] (cf. also [19][Theorem 1.7]) show that






maximal globally hyperbolic space{times with an appropriately regular asymp-
totically at Cauchy surface. Let us mention that the results here settle in the
positive Conjecture 1.8 of [19].
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss some general
properties of Killing vector elds in asymptotically at space{times. In order to
minimize the number of assumptions we adopt a 3+1 dimensional point of view;
the various advantages for doing that are explained at the beginning of Section 2.
The main result there are Proposition 2.2 and 2.1 which establish the asymptotic
behaviour of Killing vectors along asymptotically at spacelike surfaces. In
that section we also introduce the notion of Killing development, which turns
out to be very useful in our analysis. In section 3 we study the relationship
between the ADM four{momentum and the asymptotic behaviour of the Killing







Various variants of Theorem 1.2 are of course well{known, cf. Section 4 for a detailed
discussion.
3
along an asymptotically at spacelike surface , then the ADM four{momentum
is proportional to A

. The proportionality constant is zero when A

is not
timelike. Let us point out, that some similar results can be found in [4]. However
in that reference the possibility of asymptotically null Killing vector elds is
not taken into consideration. Also, in [4] rather strong asymptotic conditions
are imposed. In a sense most of the work here consists in showing that the
asymptotic conditions needed to be able to obtain the desired conclusions can
actually be derived from the decay conditions on the matter sources and from the
hypothesis of existence of Killing vector elds. In Section 4 we prove a positive
energy theorem with hypotheses and asymptotic conditions appropriate for our
purposes. Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 there are improvements of known results, cf.
the beginning of Section 4 for a more detailed discussion.
2 Killing vectors and spacelike hypersurfaces
Consider a space{time (M; g












= 0 ; (2.1)
where r

is the covariant derivative operator of the metric g

. Let  be a
spacelike hypersurface in M and suppose that on  the eld of unit normals n

can be dened; this will be the case e.g. if (M; g

) is time{orientable. On 























where i denotes the embedding of  into M . We use the symbol g
ij
to denote











= 0 ; (2.4)
where L denotes the Lie derivative, and K
ij
is the extrinsic curvature tensor of











= fp 2  : N 6= 0g :
In a neighbourhood of 
N>0









and in which 
N>0
is given by the equation u = 0. The

























as dened here is  K
ij
as in [44]; similarly J
i























is the Ricci tensor of
g














































































is the tensor inverse to g
ij

















. All the above is of course well{known, we
have written it down in detail to x the notation and to spell{out the condi-
tions needed for the denition of the elds N and Y
i
. In particular we wish to
emphasize that we did not need to assume completeness of the orbits of X

,
we did not need to assume that the orbits of X

intersect  only once, etc. It
is however the case that those last properties are needed for several arguments,
e.g. in the uniqueness theory of black holes (cf. e.g. [19]). By way of example,
consider a maximal globally hyperbolic space{time (M; g

) with an asymp-
totically at Cauchy surface with compact interior, with a metric satisfying
the Einstein{Yang-Mills{Higgs equations, and with a Killing vector eld X

.
While one expects the orbits of X

to be complete (cf. e.g. [18] for an analysis
in the vacuum case), no proof of such a result has been established so far. It is
therefore of interest to establish various properties of space{times (M; g

) with
Killing vectors with a minimal amount of global assumptions on M . As one is
often interested in globally hyperbolic space{times it does not seem to be overly
restrictive to assume the existence inM of a spacelike hypersurface  satisfying
the hypotheses spelled out at the beginning of this section. The construction
above yields then a scalar eld N and a vector eld Y
i
dened on , such that






). We shall call the





































































Here the u coordinate runs over the R factor in R
N>0










































= N : (2.11)
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will have nothing to do with the tensor eld K
ij
. Suppose, however, that












is u{independent it follows that this last relation holds throughout
^
M . One also notices that (2.12) will hold if and only if (2.4) holds.




of the metric g^

. It is given by the









a scalar eld , a vector eld J
i


































































































is the unit normal to the slices u = const. It is of interest to con-
sider the case of covariantly constant Killing vector elds. In that case on a














N = 0 : (2.18)

















) will be covariantly constant.







at u=0, hence throughout
^















= 0 readily follow.
In our work, as well as in various other analyses, an essential role is played
by the asymptotic behaviour of the Killing vector elds. Let us start with a




















) will be called an {asymptotically at four{end if the Lorentzian




and if there exists a constant C























































Here and throughout 























which are a well known consequence of the Killing equations. The arguments fol-
low closely those of the proof of Proposition 2.2 below, to be found in Appendix
C, and will be omitted.
Proposition 2.1 Let R > 0 and let X

be a Killing vector eld dened on an
{asymptotically at endM
R







































= 0, then there exist numbers A

and a constant C


























= 0, then X

 0.
Remark: Obvious analogs of the results of Proposition 2.2 below with k > 2
hold if higher asymptotic regularity of the metric is assumed in Proposition 2.1.
It also follows from Proposition 2.2 below that if the constant C in (2.20){(2.22)
is replaced by a function of t, then the conclusions of Proposition 2.1 will still
hold with the constant C in (2.25) replaced by some function C
0
(t).
Our next result is the 3 + 1 equivalent of Proposition 2.1. The reader may
wish to note the following: in the 4{dimensional formulation the fall{o condi-
tions on the metric ensure that the space{time Riemann tensor vanishes at an




are not sucient to guarantee that, they must be supplemented by a fall{o
condition on  and 
ij
. Thus the eq. (2.27) below is a rather weak equivalent
4
In this paper for several purposes we could assume weak dierentiability of g only, and
replace the decay conditions (2.20){(2.22) by some weighted Sobolev conditions. For the sake
of simplicity we shall, however, not consider those weaker conditions.
7




). The following is a straightforward
consequence of eqs. (2.13) and (2.15) (cf. also [13, Theorem 3.3 and Proposition
3.2]). The notation O
k
is dened in Appendix A. An outline of the proof is
given in Appendix C.

























with some k > 1 and some 0 <  < 1. Let N be a C
2




vector eld on 
R






j  C(1 + r)
 2 
: (2.27)


























= 0, then there exist numbers A





















= 0, then Y
i
 N  0.
Let us remark that if  = 1, then Proposition 2.2 holds with the function
r
1 
in the right{hand{side of eq. (2.28) replaced by 1 + j log rj; similarly in
(2.29) r
 
has to be replaced by r
 1
(1 + j log rj).
A Killing vector eld for which 

= 0 will be called asymptotically trans-
lational.





(2.26) holds, and suppose that (N; Y
i
) satisfy (2.29) with some A
0
6= 0. Suppose















































3 ADM four{momentum in space{times with
asymptotically translational Killing vectors
In this section we prove the following results: Consider an asymptotically at
space{time with an asymptotically translational Killing vector eld X

, that is,





















< 0, then p

is proportional to A

.
We shall establish those results in the 3 dimensional framework discussed in
Section 2. Proposition 2.2 in that section justies our fall{o conditions on the
elds N and Y
i
. The results here are actually slightly more general than stated
above, in that we allow for elds which satisfy the relevant Killing equations up
to terms which decay at an appropriate rate, cf. below for the precise conditions.





























);  = O(r
 3 
);  > 0 : (3.2)
Let N be a C
1




















for some set of constants (A

























6= 0, then p

is proportional to A

.
Remark: The pointwise decay estimates assumed above can be weakened to
weighted Sobolev spaces conditions. To avoid a tedious discussion of technical-
ities we shall, however, not consider such elds here.
Proof: Without loss of generality we may assume that both  and  are strictly
smaller than 1. Eq. (3.3) and a simple analysis of eq. (3.4) (cf. e.g. the proof
















































































in (3.8) in terms of K
;i























In what follows we shall freely make use of properties of harmonic functions on

R



















































so that there exist numbers 
i





















































There arises a slight diculty here, related to the fact that the metric might not satisfy the
conditions (3.1) in harmonic coordinates due to a loss of classical dierentiability. In our proof
we have ignored that issue, assuming e.g. that eq. (3.6) still holds in harmonic coordinates.
The problem is easily cured by keeping track of weighted{Sobolev dierentiability of various
error terms which arise in our equations, making use of the estimates of [7]. In doing that one
can verify that the statement of our result is correct as stated. All the details of the proof as
written here can be justied if a Holder dierentiability index  is added in eqs. (3.1){(3.2).
In order to make the argument more transparent we have chosen to present our proof without
the introduction of weighted Sobolev spaces.
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Suppose rst that A
0
= 0. In this case we necessarily have A
i

















































































. Elementary estimates then show that this integral
is O(
 
); passing to the limit  ! 1 one subsequently obtains m = 0, which
establishes point 1. To establish point 2, suppose that A
0
6= 0. After a rescaling
of X





































































The unusual sign in eq. (3.18) is due to our convention on K
ij
, cf. footnote 3.
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terms. Inserting (3.13) in






which had to be established. 2
Point 1 of Proposition 3.1 suggests strongly that the ADM four{momentum
must vanish when A

is spacelike. We can show that if we assume some further
asymptotic conditions on the elds under consideration. A similar result has
been established previously in [4] under rather stronger asymptotic and global
conditions.









































Consider rst the case A
0
= 0; by Proposition 3.1 we have p
0
= 0. Let  be
any function on 
R
such that  
;z






























































Consider, next, the case A
0













) as constructed in Section 2. As discussed in the paragraph






































0. Eq. (3.25) shows that we can apply the previous
analysis to conclude that the ADM four{momentum of  vanishes. Moreover
the decay condition (3.25) ensures (cf. e.g. [14]) that p

transforms as a Lorentz
vector under Lorentz transformations of hypersurfaces, so that the ADM four{
momentum of 
R
vanishes as well. 2
It is of interest to consider Killing vector elds which are covariantly con-
stant. As discussed in Section 2, in such a case eqs. (3.26){(3.27) below will
hold ( with 0 on the right{hand{sides). We have the following result, which
does not cover asymptotically null Killing vectors:
Proposition 3.3 Under the hypotheses of Proposition 3.1, assume moreover
that N is C
2












































constructed in Section 2. From what is said in that section (cf. the discussion









































= 0. Now, by Prop. 3.1, p

is proportional to A






the result follows. 2
The main result of this section addresses the case of asymptotically null
Killing vectors. Unfortunately the proof below requires more asymptotic reg-
ularity than one would wish to have. It would be of some interest to nd out
whether or not the result below is sharp, in the sense that decay conditions on
three derivatives of the metric and two derivatives of the extrinsic curvature are
necessary.




































 > 1=2;  > 0; 0 <  < 1:
Let N be a scalar eld and Y
i


















for some constants A




























































Then the ADM four-momentum of 
R
vanishes.
Remark: There is little doubt that the result is still true with  = 0. To
prove that one would, however, need to extend the weighted Sobolev estimates
of [7] to the case dimM = 2, a task which lies beyond the scope of this paper.



























. Replacing  by any number smaller than one if necessary we can
assume that  < 1 and   2  1. Taking the trace of eq. (3.33) and using the
































































































. In what follows the indices A;B, etc. take values in the set



































, the functions C
AB







) if jf j+ j@
A
f j  C(1 + )
 
(1 + ln(1 + ))

(3.41)
for some constant C which may depend upon z. Let us dene S(; a) to be a
circle of radius  centered at x = y = 0 lying in the plane z = a. Eq. (3.40)





















exist. It also follows from our asymptotic conditions on g
ij
, eq. (3.30), that





























= (1) + (2);
























- as in (3.36). The rst integral is easily calculated and equals
8(4m D) sgnz; (3.43)
where sgnz denotes the sign of z. To estimate the second integral it is convenient




for jzj > R ; (3.44)
with a constant C which does not depend upon z. Equations (3.43){(3.44) are
consistent with @
=@z = 0 if and only if
4m = D : (3.45)
Consider now eq. (3.36) with i = A; j = B. Dierentiating this equation with























), and the estimates of [17] or [28] show
that there exist functions D
ABCD


























































(3.47) shows that 

0





































= 16D sgnz +O(jzj
 
); jzj > R:
Hence D = m = 0 (cf. eq. (3.45)), which together with Proposition 3.1 estab-
lishes our claims. 2
4 A positive energy theorem
In this section we shall prove a \future{pointing{timelike{or{vanishing{energy{
momentum{theorem", under conditions weaker than previously considered. The
16
main two issues we wish to address are 1) the impossibility of a null ADM four{






Let us start with an example of a metric with \null ADM four{momentum".
Recall that in [1] Aichelburg and Sexl consider a sequence of Schwarzschild
space{times with energy{momentum vector (m; 0; 0; 0). After applying a \boost"
transformation to the Schwarzschild space{time one obtains an energy{momentum
vector (m; vm; 0; 0). Then one takes the limit v ! 1 keeping m equal to a
xed constant p. The resulting space{time has a distributional metric and it is
not clear if it is asymptotically at. Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to assign
to the Aichelburg{Sexl solutions a null energy{momentum vector (p; p; 0; 0). So,
in this sense, there exist space{times with a null energy{momentum vector.
The Aichelburg{Sexl metrics are plane{fronted waves, and it is of interest
to enquire whether any asymptotically at plane{fronted wave metrics exist.
Recall that the usual approach in dening asymptotic atness is to introduce
coordinate systems on (R
3













As is well known (cf. e.g. [11, 35]), the metric (4.1) is vacuum if and only if







) = 0 : (4.2)
Let then  be any solution of (4.2) such that  = 1 for jzj  R, but  6 1.
Such solutions are easily found, and for any nite ` we can choose  to satisfy
0  k  ` j@
A
1
: : : @
A
k
(  1)j  Cr
 k 1
:
An example is given by the function








: : : @
A
`
ln  ; (4.3)






symmetric tensor with constant coecients. We have the following:
1. If ` = 1 the metric (4.1) with  given by (4.3) will not satisfy the fall{
o requirements of the positive energy{theorem, cf. Theorem 4.1 below,
because the z derivatives of the metric do not vanish fast enough as r
tends to innity. This fall{o of the metric is not known to be sucient
for a well{dened notion of ADM mass (compare [7, 14, 15]). However one
can calculate the ADM integral (3.12) in the coordinate system (x; y; z)
as above and nd that this integral vanishes.
2. For all `  2 the hypersurfaces u = const will have a well dened vanishing
17
ADM mass. This does, however, not follow from our Theorem 3.4 unless
7
`  3.
Nevertheless this example shows that non{trivial, vacuum, asymptotically
at plane{fronted waves exist (with p

= 0), as long as no further global condi-
tions are imposed.
With those examples in mind, let us briey recall what is known about the
nonexistence of appropriately regular space{times with null energy{momentum.
In [41] an argument was given to support the expectation that the ADM momen-
tum cannot be null for vacuum or electrovacuum space{times, the general case
being left open. In [3] this case has been excluded under rather strong global
hypotheses on the space{time and under stringent asymptotic conditions. In
[43] a proof was given assuming only hypotheses on the initial data. However,
the proof there is rather more complicated than ours. Moreover the asymptotic
conditions of [43] are more restrictive than ours.
We wish next to emphasize the following issue: The statement that the ADM






, where  and J
i





eqs. (4.5){(4.6) below. Now the published Witten{type proofs that the vanish-
ing of m implies, loosely speaking, atness of the resulting space{time, involve











) (cf. e.g. [29]). Recall that the corresponding





. Similarly both the proof in [3] and the proof in [43] which exclude a null
ADM energy{momentum assume the full dominant energy condition . A result




seems to be much more satisfactory
from a conceptual point of view, and it seems reasonable to expect that the de-
sired conclusion could be obtained in the Witten{type setting without imposing




. We show below that this is indeed
the case.
Before passing to the statement of our results, in addition to the papers
already quoted let us mention the papers [27, 24, 25, 26, 21, 12, 7, 33, 34, 10,
30, 32] where proofs or arguments relevant to the positive energy{theorem have
been given. The review paper [23] contains some further references.
We have the following:
7
Strictly speaking we would need to have `  4 to be able to apply Theorem 3.4 as is; cf.,
however, the remark following that Theorem. When we know a priori that the metric is a
plane{fronted wave, we can use independent arguments to get rid of the Holder dierentiability
index  in Theorem 3.4, no details will be given.
8
Their proof, however, requires rather strong asymptotic conditions on the elds. Moreover
Schoen and Yau require the trace of the extrinsic curvature to fall{o at least as r
 3
. In
general this can be justied by applying a \logarithmic supertranslation" in time to the initial
data surface, and requires the supplementary hypothesis that the associated space{time is
large enough. Finally to guarantee that all the required hypotheses hold on the deformed
hypersurface one needs again the full dominant energy condition.
18












, for some I < 1. Here we assume that

int
is compact, and that each of the ends 
i







> 0, with B(R
i
) | coordinate ball of radius R
i
. In each of the ends

i

















































   C(1 + r)
 3 
;  > 0: (4.7)
Then the ADM four{momentum (m; p
i







. If m = 0, then   J
i
 0, and there exists an isometric




) such that K
ij
represents
the extrinsic curvature tensor of i() in (M; 

). Moreover i() is an asymp-





Proof: Under the conditions here the ADM four{momentum of each of
the asymptotic regions of  is nite and well dened [15, 7]. As discussed
e.g. in [14], under the boundary conditions here the Witten boundary integral
reproduces correctly the ADM four{momentum. The arguments of any of the
references [7, 33, 14] show that one can nd solutions to the Witten equation
which asymptote to a constant non{zero spinor in one of the asymptotic ends,
and to zero in all the other ones. Witten's identity subsequently implies that
the ADM momentum of each of the ends is non{spacelike.
Suppose that in one of the ends m vanishes. Then for each ~n 2 R
3
there
exists a spinor eld 
M
(~n) dened on  satisfying eq. (B.7), such that the
corresponding vector eld Y
j
(~n) dened via eq. (B.8), and the scalar eld














is the norm of ~n in the at metric on R
3
. As shown in Appendix B,
the elds N(~n) and Y
i






















((1=2; 1=2; 0))  Y
j
(( 1=2; 1=2; 0))  Y
j
((1; 0; 0)); (4.10)
N = N((1=2; 1=2; 0)) N(( 1=2; 1=2; 0)) N((1; 0; 0)): (4.11)
The elds Y
j



















). As discussed in


































) is geodesically complete. Consider, then, an anely parametrized
geodesic x
















Here eqs. (2.9) and (4.13) have been taken into account; a dot over a quantity
means dierentiation with respect to s. Since s is an ane parameter we have,




























(4.16) and (4.15) imply that there exists a function C(p) such that
j _xj
g
+ j _uj  C(p): (4.17)
Choose p 2 R and consider the set 

p
of maximally extended anely parametrized
geodesics with that value of p, with x

(0) 2 . We can without loss of generality









). By asymptotic atness of bg

(cf. Proposition




are dened for s 2 ( ; ). Eq. (4.17) shows that in that ane









in the asymptotic regions. One can now invoke




are complete, and the result follows.
Let us show now that (
c









(~n) is as at
the beginning of this proof and where the ~e
k








) be the corresponding lapse functions. On
c
M

















































is the eld of unit normals to the slices fu = constg. By eqs. (B.11)































As the components of X
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(i)





































As the vector elds X

(i)






Consider, next, the universal covering space
e






































being the pull-back of
bg

. It is easily seen that (

M; g) inherits from (
c































 is a Cauchy surface for

M , it is







has only one asymptotically at end (compare also [16, Lemma 2]). If  had
been non-simply connected, then
e
 would have had more than one asymptotic






and our claims follow. 2
To exclude the case of a null ADM four{momentum we need to assume some
further asymptotic regularity conditions:
21
Theorem 4.2 Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, suppose moreover that in





















with some 0 <  < 1. Then the ADM four{momentum of that end cannot be
null.
Remark: It can be shown by rather dierent techniques that the result is
still true with  = 0, we shall however not discuss that here. Proof: Consider
an asymptotic end 
1
in which eqs. (4.25){(4.26) hold and which has a null
ADM four{momentum p

. As discussed in the proof of Theorem 4.1 and in
Appendix B, the hypotheses of Proposition B.1 and Corollary B.2 are satised.
We can thus apply Theorem 3.4 to conclude that the ADM four{momentum of
the end under consideration vanishes, and the result follows from Theorem 4.1.
2
Let us close this section by proving Theorem 1.3: By the arguments given
above  and J
i
vanish on . It follows from a result of Hawking and Ellis
[22, Chapter 4, Section 4.3] that (M; g

) must be at. By uniqueness of the
maximal globally hyperbolic vacuum developments it follows that the Killing
development constructed in the proof of Theorem 4.2 (cf. Appendix B) coincides
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A Denitions and conventions
We say that (M; g

) is a C
k
spacetime ifM is a paracompact, connected, Haus-
dor, orientable manifold of C
k
dierentiability class, with a C
k 1
Lorentzian
metric. We use the signature ( ;+;+;+).




n B(R), where B(R) is a closed




) if there exists a constant C
such that we have
0  i  k j@
i
f j  Cr
 i
:








) and if there exists a
constant C such that we have


















) for all  2 (0; 1), so that
the reader unfamiliar with Holder type spaces might wish to simply replace, in
the hypotheses of our theorems, the k +  by k + 1 wherever convenient.
B Appendix





) having a nowhere vanishing spinor eld which is covariantly
constant on  with respect to the \Sen-connection" [38] (cf. eq. (B.7) below).
This result forms the local input of the rigidity part of the positive-mass the-
orem. Similar results in the literature we are aware of implicitly or explicitly










), for some elds 
A
with Cauchy data  
A
, with energy{momentum tensor T

satisfying the full
dominant energy condition (cf. the discussion at the beginning of Section 4).
For our results below neither the existence of such a Cauchy evolution
9
nor in












 ) is required.
To motivate our three{dimensional discussion, we shall as before start with
























is covariantly constant. We use capital letters in the second half of
the alphabet to denote spinor indices. Since the considerations in this appendix
are purely local, there is no question of existence of a spinor structure. The
spinorial Ricci identities (cf. [31, Vol. 1, pp. 242{244]) immediately imply






















































































In the case of a \bad" matter model | such as, e.g., dust as a source for the Einstein
equations { an evolution is not known to exist. Similarly even for \good" models, such as
vacuum Einstein equations, the dierentiability hypotheses on the initial data in Theorem 4.1
and 4.2 are not known to guarantee existence of a Cauchy development.
23
for some function  on M . By eq. (B.1), X













According to one of several equivalent denitions (cf. e.g. [35]), eqs. (B.4){(B.5)
imply that (M; g

) is a pp{spacetime. We have recovered the well-known fact
(cf. e.g. [40, 39, 35]) that a spacetime admitting a covariantly constant spinor
describes a pp{wave.
Let, next,  be a spacelike hypersurface of (M; g







being the spinor equivalent of n


















eq. (B.6) contains only derivatives tangential to . When 
M
is interpreted as




), (B.6) can be written as (we use the conventions





















derivative on  associated with g
ij
.
Let us turn to the three{dimensional formulation of the problem. Suppose

















satisfying eq. (B.7). We want to embed  into some Lorentz
manifold (M; g

) in which 
M
extends to a spinor eld obeying eq. (B.1).
Denote by M
i
















































By, e.g., [29, Lemma 4.3] 
N





































) to be the Killing
development (R; bg





































This, as shown in Section 2, has X = @=@u as a covariantly constant null vector,
the induced metric on u = 0 coincides with g
ij
, and the extrinsic curvature is
K
ij
. The eld of unit normals n

to the hypersurfaces fu = constg is Lie





= 0 ; (B.14)
which can be seen as follows: By construction X(u) = 1. Since Lie derivation
and exterior dierentiation commute, we have that L
X
du = 0. By the Killing
property of X , L
X
(du; du) is also zero, and eq. (B.14) follows. But, by the

















































By eqs. (B.6){(B.7), U
MNP




































































































as promised. Combining the above calculation
10
with eq. (B.4), we obtain the
following:













such that there exists a C
k
spinor eld satisfying eq. (B.7). Then there exists a







































In the case where the ADM 4-momentum p

is null, the Witten argument
gives rise to a spinor eld on  obeying eq. (B.7) (cf. the discussion and the
references in the proof of Theorem 4.1). Proposition B.1 and an analysis of eqs.
(B.11){(B.12) similar to that of Appendix C lead to the following:




) satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 and let
p














for some constants A
i
, so that eq. (B.25) holds. If moreover the hypotheses of








), and (B.26) holds.
C Proof of Proposition 2.2


























is the curvature tensor of the metric g
ij















































































Strictly speaking the above calculations require k  2. One can use a slightly dierent
argument to show that Proposition B.1 is correct as stated.
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and by r-integration one nds
jf j  C(1 + r

) (C.7)
for some constants C; . Suppose that  > 2, using (C.7) and (C.2){(C.5) one
nds by r-integration jf j  C(1 + r
 
), so that (C.7) has been improved by
. Iterating this process one obtains (2.28) and (2.29), cf. also [16, Appendix




= 0. Iterating further one nds
jf j  Cr
 
for any  > 0: (C.8)
Note that if g(r
0
) = 0, at some r
0
, then by (C.6) we will have g  0. Suppose























to innity from (C.8) we obtain g(r
0
) = 0, which gives a con-
tradiction, and the result follows. 2
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